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Abstract. The Eiffel method and language integrate a number of ideas orig-
inating from work on program verification. This position paper describes the
goals of the Eiffel approach, presents current Eiffel-based verification tech-
niques using contracts for run-time checks for testing and debugging, and
outlines ongoing work on static verification.

1 Application areas

Advances in programming languages, especially object-oriented principles
techniques, have profoundly influenced the production of software. Most developm
teams are not ready to renounce these gains in expressive power, including both

• Static mechanisms: classes, information hiding, genericity, inheritance (includ
multiple and repeated), polymorphism, smart type systems, conversions,
features, contracts.

• Dynamic mechanisms: objects, references (type-safe pointers), excep
handling, dynamic object creation, automatic garbage collection.

Much of the work towards verified software explicitly gives up on these facilitie
preferring to use minimal programming languages; the goal is to remove as m
obstacles as possible in the quest for full verification, in particular proofs.

While this approach has been successfully applied to certain areas, in particula
critical systems for which the goal of verification overrides all other concerns, it is
realistic for the vast majority of industry applications. This is not just a matter
programmer comfort. Modern programming constructs are there for a reason:
make it possible to turn out systems faster and at lesser cost; they favor extendi
(ease of change) and reuse, both essential in industry practice; they also prov
decisive boost to software quality, by eliminating whole classes of errors — type er
in the case of static typing, memory errors in the case of garbage collection — h
easing the task of verification.

Such software engineering concerns are crucial to many industries. A typ
example is financial software. A development model that freezes the specification
then devotes two years to producing a program guaranteed to meet that specific
using a low-level language and extensive verification techniques, would just not w
in the world of financial systems: specifications change frequently and new ideas
products or strategies, critical to a company’s survival, need to be implemented
matter of weeks or days. It is for this kind of environment, overwhelmingly domina
in industry, that modern development techniques and languages have been de
managers and developers understand their benefits and will not forgo them.
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This does not mean that they ignore other aspects of verification. In fact verifica
is almost as desirable for mainstream applications as it is — for example — for in-fl
software. A software error in a financial system can cause loss of enormous amou
money; bad investments, whether or not on the advice of a computer program, can
the company’s CEO in jail for breach of fiduciary duty.

Our Eiffel-related work attempts to address the challenge of verifying software
takes advantage of the best programming language ideas and meets the so
engineering constraints on mainstream industry projects.

2 Eiffel goals

One of the distinctive features of the Eiffel approach is its effort to encompass
software engineering process as a whole, not just implementation. While al
language, Eiffel is more than anything else a method, covering the entire lifecycle.
method rejects the traditional separation of notations used at different stage
analysis notation (usually graphical), perhaps a design notation, a program
language. Instead it uses the same formalism — the Eiffel language — for all ta
from the most abstract and user-oriented stages of analysis and specification do
implementation, testing and maintenance. The use of a programming-like notatio
analysis goes back to the advice of Kristen Nygaard, one of the inventors of ob
oriented programming, who stated that “to program is to understand”; it is served in
Eiffel by high-level modeling constructs such as deferred classes and contracts; se
for examples of such uses of the notation for purely modeling purposes, such a
specification of a TV station’s scheduling, independently of any implementat
concerns and in fact of any software aspects. This means that as a language
attempts to cover not only the traditional applications of programming languages
also the realm of analysis notations, specification languages and design tools. O
the advantages of such an integrated, seamless approach, where the software in
aspects — description as well as implementation — is considered a single product
facilitate change, as there is only this one product to update. While retaining
attraction of “model-driven” approaches and their use of a high-level formalism,
technique avoids their separation between expression of intent and expressi
realization. Suchg a gap can be, for large programs developed over a long perio
many people and with many evolutions, detrimental to quality.

Another aspect relevant to verification work is that the very design of Eiffel wa
direct result of verification concerns. In this respect Eiffel occupies a special p
among mainstream tools; one has to go back to research languages such as Eu
find the influence of similar concerns. In particular:

• Eiffel puts the notion of contract (specification of routines and classes in term
preconditions, postconditions and class invariants) at the center of the metho
notation. This idea, which of course follows directly from verification wor
(Hoare semantics, Z and other specification languages) has a profound effe
how software is developed. The most important practical observation here is
Eiffel users do not view these techniques as “formal” (and hence to many pe
formidable) methods, simply as good analysis, design and programming prac
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closely integrated with the development process, and no more difficult to use
standard programming constructs such as conditionals.

• The contract mechanism is closely integrated with the object-oriented fabri
the language and in particular with inheritance and associated technique
polymorphism and dynamic binding, through rules of invariant accumulati
precondition weakening and postcondition strengthening [13], variants of wh
are also present in other approaches using contracts such as JML [8] [9]
Spec# [1]. This makes it possible to harness advanced and potentially unsa
O techniques, in particular redefinition.

• Contracts are not a theoretical possibility but heavily used by Eiffel users
practice, as attested by studies of the actual code base [2].

• The exception mechanism of Eiffel differs from standard “try...catc
mechanisms by relying on the contract concept: an exception is not just s
event that will be handled by a special control structure, but the indication t
some operation failed to fulfill its contract; the task of exception handling
rigorously defined as an attempt to achieve the contract through another stra
or, if this is impossible, to pass on the issue to an agent higher up in the call ch
which might succeed in such a replacement strategy [13]. This gives a m
systematic way of handling erroneous and special cases, a delicate compon
software correctness (as attested for example by the famous Ariane 5 failure

• Eiffel development is supported by libraries of reusable software elements s
as EiffelBase [12], refined over two decades, and extensively specified thro
contracts. The MML (Mathematical Model Library) provides a technique f
completely specifying classes through models [16], and has been used to de
fully formally specified subset of EiffelBase. The advantage here is to all
complete specifications within the framework of the language, without add
higher-level, non-executable constructs such as first-order quantifiers.

• The type system includes powerful mechanisms of constrained and unconstra
genericity, multiple and repeated inheritance, tuples and agents. This ena
Eiffel users to construct sophisticated models and rely on the compiler to perf
advanced checks that amount to proofs of consistency. A recent addition to
type system takes these ideas further by sttically removing from the languag
possibility of void calls (attempts to dereference null pointers) through a comp
time check [14].

• A concurrency mechanism, SCOOP, extends the notion of contract to concu
programs of widely different kinds — multi-threading, multitasking, We
services, distribution —, with a precisely defined semantics [15].

• The language specification [4], while not formal, is strongly influenced by form
techniques; in particular it gives all static semantic rules in “if and only if” form
guaranteeing the validity of a construct if it satisfies certain properties. T
provides programmers with an increased confidence in their basic tool

The next two sections describe benefits that can be derived from Eiffel’s cont
techniques today, and new developments currently in progress to meet the objectiv
the verification Grand Challenge.
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3 Current applications of contracts

The traditional applications of contracts available in Eiffel include [13]: better analy
and specification (as compared for example to purely graphical notations) throug
encouragement to describe the precise semantics of system elements; guidance
design and implementation process through encouragement to state not only ho
software works but what it is supposed to achieve; automatic documentation, as of
in the EiffelStudio environment [5]; support for project management, by enab
managers to understand the essentials of a system without having to read the de
code; support for evolution, by leaving a clear trace of key design decisi
independently of implementation, and retaining the work of the best designers
when they have left; support for reuse; safe use of inheritance, as noted above; su
for debugging and testing, through run-time monitoring of assertions.

Recent developments have extended these techniques, in particular the
application mentioned. For a long time Eiffel developers have been accustomed t
benefit of having bugs detected through run-time contract violations during debug
and testing. This is a much more effective way than having to prepare test ora
manually. Two important tasks, however, have so far remained manual: test
preparation, and integration of failed tests in the regression testing database.

For the first task, we have developed the AutoTest framework for automatic tes
[3], which provides push-button testing of classes, without any human intervention
as preparing test cases. The basic idea is simple: AutoTest takes a set of class
automatically produces numerous valid instances of these classes, then exe
numerous calls to all their routines with arguments selected through various strate
waiting for a postcondition or invariant to be broken. This always signals a bug. W
the approach may at seem naïve, it is actually effective by the only criterion that co
it finds real bugs (not artificially seeded ones) in actual software, including relea
libraries and production applications. Work is proceeding to integrate AutoTest in
EiffelStudio environment and ensure automatic, continuous background testin
software as it is being developed. What makes a fully automatic process possible
presence of contracts, which provide the test oracles. Contracts are, as noted, a n
component of software for Eiffel programmers, allowing AutoTest to work effective
on software as it is written, rather than software that has to be instrumented
verification purposes. Here the approach benefits fromnotbeing a fully formal method:
while proofs require complete specifications, tests as performed by AutoTest (and
classically by monitoring contracts at execution) can take advantage of any con
elements, however partial, which the programmers have cared to write.

Building on some of the same ideas, the CDD tool (Contract-Driven Developm
[10]) integrates failures found during development, typically through contr
violations, into regression testing. The idea is that any failed test is precious informa
about the project and should forever become part of its test base, automatically rep
— without explicit requests by the programmer — after any new compilation or rele
It is a common phenomenon of software development that bugs have many lives;
will pop back even when thought to have died once or more. CDD, integrated in
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experimental version of EiffelStudio, makes sure to reëxecute in the background e
test that ever failed.

For both AutoTest and CDD, a necessary task istest case minimization[10], which
for any execution sequence that led to a failure produces another sequence, u
much shorter, producing the same effect. This is essential if these execution sequ
are to become part of the regression test database and hence be reëxecuted freq

4 Proofs

Eiffel’s contracts have so far been applied mostly to dynamic checks, because
benefits are so clear and immediate. With improvements in proof technology
including semantic modeling, theorem provers, abstract interpretation and m
checking — it becomes attractive to support proofs, as has already been the plan b
Eiffel. Several efforts are in progress at ETH and elsewhere, in particular the B
proof environment based on BoogiePL, the development of a full formal semantics
Eiffel including its most advanced constructs (by Martin Nordio, in collaboration w
Peter Müller), and the formalization of SCOOP semantics [15]. We hope in the fu
to follow the lead of such developments as the Spec# framework and integrate p
technology, as unobtrusive as possible, into the EiffelStudio environment.

This will not remove the need for other approaches, in particular support
automatic testing and debugging. Proofs and tests, long considered rivals, are in
complementary, if only because not all proofs can succeed and a failed proof can
narrow down the issues and devise better tests. The Tests And Proofs confe
organized at ETH after VSTTE [6] has explored that complementarity.

Eiffel, as noted, was designed from the start with a central concern for verifiabil
The long experience of designing Eiffel software — including some very large syst
driving stock exchanges, simulating complex environmental or defense proble
managing billions of investment dollars, handling complex health care needs —
contracts and a constant search for quality provides the verification community
useful lessons; by contributing Eiffel concepts, tools such as the open-so
EiffelStudio, carefully crafted component libraries such as EiffelBase, specifica
libraries such as MML, as well as books and teaching materials to the Grand Chall
effort, we hope to help in the search for fully verified software.
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